
MEDICAL MANUFACTURER SAVES  
WITH SMART VMI SOLUTION

$70K 
Total Cost Savings

87% 
 

Increased Inventory Turns

30% 
  

On-hand Inventory Reduction

When a medical device manufacturer lost productivity due to inventory supply issues, 
the Optimas team implemented an inventory management system using smart 

technology that improved operational efficiency and saved costs. 

CASE STUDY:  Healthcare | Medical Device Manufacturer

Real Results, Real Impact



“ Automating the whole 
process removed the 
burden of managing 
parts from the material 
planner, freeing up  
time to focus on more 
critical initiatives.”

 Paul Pryzby 
Vice President & General Manager 
Optimas

Situation
A manufacturer of durable medical equipment lost productivity due to inventory 
supply issues. A manual audit process and an inefficient part deployment strategy 
made it hard to track part location, the number of parts and usage over time. As a 
result, the manufacturer experienced overstocked inventory and production shortages. 
The customer turned to Optimas to overhaul its inventory management system and 
eliminate downtime.

Solution
Optimas implemented a customized inventory management program with smart 
technology that provided clear visibility of consumption data, delivered operational 
efficiency and generated cost savings for the customer. 

By moving from a direct line feed to a supermarket approach, Optimas consolidated 
all inventory into one central area making parts easier to find while reducing duplicate 
parts held across multiple locations. Each part was set up with a two-bin Kanban 
system and stocked with one week’s worth of inventory. Optimas installed the 
OptiRack VMI Solution which uses advanced RFID technology for automatic inventory 
replenishment. Within one month, Optimas rapidly implemented and trained the 
manufacturer on the new smart system.

Results
With balanced on-hand inventory and instant access to part levels and consumption, 
the manufacturer no longer has excessive inventory or product shortages. A more 
efficient operation led to 60% fewer bin locations and reduced labor time and 
inventory costs. 

• Lowered total cost of ownership by $70,000
• Reduced on-hand inventory by 30%
• Increased inventory turns by 87% (6 to 26)
• Decreased bin locations by 60% (1,065 to 428)

ABOUT OPTIMAS
Optimas is the leading global industrial distributor and service provider 
specializing in fastening and supply chain solutions for manufacturers 
seeking to improve efficiency and profitability. We take care of the details 
so you can focus on manufacturing cutting-edge products—giving you an 
unparalleled competitive edge.

CONTACT US

info@optimas.com
optimas.com
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